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Abstract
We study a supergravity model of inflation with R-symmetry
and a single scalar eld, the inflaton, slowly rolling away from the
origin. The scales of inflation can be as low as the supersymmetry
breaking scale of 1010 GeV or even the electroweak scale of 103
GeV which could be relevant in the context of theories with sub-
millimiter dimensions. Exact analytical solutions are presented





Recently a model has been studied [1] where new inflation [2] is driven by
a slow-rolling inflaton eld, characterised by a quadratic potential, and in-
corporating radiative corrections within the context of supergravity. The so
called -problem is dealt with by radiative corrections to the inflaton mass m2
which reduce its value from the Planck scale. A light inflaton eld is conned
at the origin by thermal eects naturally generating the initial conditions for
a (last) stage of new inflation. Low powers of the inflaton dominate the
potential during the era of observable inflation thus generating ‘quadratic’
inflation. The nice features of this model are that inflation can occur at the
scale of supersymmetry breaking thus without having to invoke a new scale
for inflation. Also the possibility of having electroweak scale inflation is real-
ized without any extra diculty. To implement this model a superpotential
of the hybrid type containing two elds was used [1].
Here, we would like to explore the possibility of obtaining similar results
in a more economical model with a single scalar eld. For this an R-invariant
superpotential is proposed in such a way that we can maintain the most im-
portant conclusions discussed previously in [1]. In particular the R-symmetry
of the superpotential restricts the powers that the inflaton can have. This
forbids certain models which occur in [1] but still maintaining others with
low scales of inflation.
Analytical solutions can be worked out and a full description of the various
quantities of interest during the inflationary era is given. In particular we nd
models which allow scales as low as the supersymmetry breaking scale of 1010
GeV or even the electroweak scale of 103 GeV which could be relevant in the
context of theories with submillimiter dimensions [3]. We also nd that the
reheat temperature is not suciently high in general thus some other more
ecient mechanism should be at work to attain higher reheat temperatures.
2 A Model for Low Scale Inflation
The model we propose to study is given by the following superpotential





and the Ka¨hler potential
K(; ) =  +

4
()2 + :::; (2)
where p, q are integer numbers and  is a constant parameter with a value
xed by the inflationary constraints. The quantities , , and  have di-
mensions of M q−p, M−2, and M respectively. From now on we will take
M  MP=
p





; R2 = 2− 2
n
: (3)
That is the supereld () transforms
() ! 0(0) = ei 2n(e−i); (4)
where n is a positive integer. The scale  can be though as due to the
presence of a composite supereld which condenses when the (gaugino) in-
teraction becomes strong at the scale , breaking the U(1)R or Zn symmetry
of the model. This R-symmetry species the superpotential and imposes the





It is the presence of the scale  through the factor −q in Eq.(1) which
allows to have low scale inflation as shown below. Also, the -parameter
appearing in the Ka¨hler potential Eq.(2) enters in the mass term for the
inflaton m2  4. No other contributions to m2 occur in the tree level
potential [4]. To show this let us consider the supergravity potential [5]
V = exp (K)

FAy(KBA )
−1FB − 3jW j2



















For small eld values we can expand V so that









= 2 − 7
4
 + 2: Since   1 the 4 term is much less than p=q
for p = 4. For p > 4, 4  p=q whenever    qp−4 which is always the
case in the examples of interest we study below. When  is much less than
one, higher order terms in  are negligible, and have been omitted in Eq.(8).










which is practically indistinguishable from the full supergravity potential
Eq.(6) all the way to the global minimum.
3 Analytical Solutions
Here we obtain closed form expressions for the relevant quantities involved
in the inflationary era. We are assuming that the radiative corrections to the
inflaton mass  ln  are already included in the parameter  and we take 
xed by its value at H (where the subscript H denotes the epoch at which a
fluctuation of wavenumber k crosses the Hubble radius H−1 during inflation).
This is not a great sin since the ln corrections change very slowly from H to
the end of inflation at e and it turns out to be a very good approximation
[6] to consider  as a constant. The advantage of doing this is that we
can obtain [6] closed form solutions. The parameter  can take positive or







when  ! 0; max ! 0 as it should. In this case the −2-term dominates
V () in the interval 0    max. Inflation for  > max requires the
participation of both −2 and −2p=q with the last term dominating
during inflation. Thus we cannot talk about "quadratic" inflation when
 < 0, this can only occur for positive . The following expressions, however,
are valid for any .
1) The end of inflation. In the models under consideration inflation is
generated while  rolls to larger values. The end of inflation occurs at  = e
when the slow roll conditions [7] are violated. The slow-roll conditions are







 γ; jj 
V 00V
 γ: (11)
The potential determines the Hubble parameter during inflation as Hinf 
_a=a ’ pV=3M2. Inflation ends (i.e. a¨, the acceleration of the cosmological
scale factor, changes sign from positive to negative) when  and/or jj become








2) Scalar density perturbations. The adiabatic scalar density pertur-







where the subscript H denotes the epoch at which a fluctuation of wavenum-
ber k crosses the Hubble radius H−1 during inflation, i.e. when aH = k.
(We normalise a = 1 at the present epoch, when the Hubble expansion rate
is H0  100h km s−1Mpc−1, with h  0:5 − 0:8). The COBE observations
[8] of anisotropy in the cosmic microwave background on large angular-scales
require [7]
COBE ’ 1:9 10−5; (14)
on the scale of the observable universe (k−1COBE  H−10  3000h−1 Mpc). In
addition, the COBE data x the spectral index, nH(k)  1+d2H(k)=d ln k =
1− 6H + 2H, on this scale:
nCOBE = 1:2 0:3: (15)










75H: This equation determines  once H is determined.
3) Number of e-folds. The number of e-folds from H to the end of






























 B qp−2 : (18)












4) Spectral Index. We now readily obtain a form for the spectral index
nH  1 + 2V 00(H)
 1− 4− 4p(p− 1)Bp−2: (20)
5) Reheat temperature. One obvious eect of lowering the scale of
the inflationary potential is the lowering of the reheat temperature. At the
end of inflation the oscillations of the inflaton eld would make it decay thus
reheating the universe. The coupling of the inflaton to some other MSSM
















































6) Quantum fluctuations. The value H at the beginning of the last

















 ( + pBp−2) 10−4  1: (25)
Typically B  10−2 and the condition Eq.(25) is easily veried by the models
we are interested in.
4 Numerical Results
The number NH of e-folds of the present horizon is given by [9]






















Solving this equation consistently with Eqs.(19) and (20) we can obtain a rep-
resentative set of values for the various quantities of interest during inflation.
A sample is given in Table 1.
Only in the case (p; q) = (8; 8) the resulting reheat temperature is suf-
ciently high. It is clear that some other more ecient mechanism should
be at work to attain higher reheat temperatures. This would also increase
the number of e-folds NH. We now plot in Fig:1 the inflaton potential V as
a function of , Fig:2a ; 2b, and 2c the scale of inflation , the reheating
temperature Trh, and the spectral index nH as functions of the parameter ,
respectively. Finally Fig:2d shows the behaviour of the spectral index as a
function of the number NH of e-folds of inflation from the end of inflation.
All of these gures are for the case (p; q) = (4; 2). Similar behaviour is found
in the other (p; q) cases.
p q   H e nH NH (GeV) Trh(GeV)
4 2 1 0.024 1.9 10−9 4.4 10−8 0.90 44 5.4 1011 134
5 5 1 0.014 6.8 10−31 2.3 10−30 0.89 19 8 10−9
5 5 0.004 0.014 1.0 10−26 4.0 10−26 0.91 24 103 10−7
8 8 0.032 0.014 1.2 10−12 5.4 10−12 0.94 43 1010 2.5 104
Table 1: A sample set of values for quadratic inflation for the model dened




) and the Ka¨hler potential
K(; ) =  + 
4
()2 + :::. The quantities ; , and  are normalised
by the Planck mass.
5 Comparison with related work
In the models studied in [1] and further elaborated in [6] quadratic inflation
is implemented through a hybrid mechanism with the participation of two
elds. A linear term in a eld Y follows if Y carries non-zero R-symmetry
charge under an unbroken R-symmetry. The inflaton  is a singlet under the
R-symmetry but carries a charge under a discrete Zp symmetry. Then the
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Y: (27)









− : : :
2
; (28)
displaying the possibilities of ending inflation. There are also terms involving
Y which are dropped as they do not contribute to the vacuum energy since
Y does not acquire a vacuum expectation value. The scale M 0 denotes new
physics below the Planck scale and we can write M 0p−2 = qMp−q−2 to
take into account the possibility that the scale associated with the higher
dimension operators may be below the Planck scale.
In the present model there is only a single scalar eld with a superpoten-
tial determined by the R-symmetry as shown in Section 2. As a consequence
of this symmetry some (p; q) models which occur in [1], [6] (for example
(p; q) = (4; 3)) are not allowed here. It is therefore interesting that most of
the results and conclusions of [1] are still maintained.











                 fig.1                      φ
Figure 1: The inflationary potential (in units of V0  4) Eq.(6), is shown
as a function of  for the case (p; q) = (4; 2),  = 0:024 and  = 1. The
height of the potential corresponds to a scale of 51011 GeV. Notice that
< 0 > 10−4  1, thus Eq.(9) remains a good approximation for the whole
potential.
Other studies of quadratic inflation have concentrated on the case where
radiative corrections make the potential develop a maximum near the origin,
from which the inflaton rolls either away from the origin or towards it [10],
and inflation ends through a hybrid mechanism.
There is also related work [11] with a superpotential (in our notation)
W () = 2− 
n
n; (29)
and the Ka¨hler potential
K(; ) =  +

4
()2 + :::; (30)
where  and  have R-charges as in Eq.(3). However the fact that the factor
−q appearing in our Eq.(1) is not present in Eq.(29) above eliminates the
possibility of having low scales for inflation (in [11] the lowest scale allowed
is O(1012GeV )):
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                    fig.3b                       NH
Figure 2: The scale of inflation  given by Eq.(19) is shown in Fig. 2a as
a function of  for the case (p; q) = (4; 2), NH = 44 and  = 1. Similar
behaviour occurs for the other (p; q) cases although with dierent maximum
values. Fig. 2b: The reheat temperature Trh given by Eq.(24) is shown as a
function of  for the case (p; q) = (4; 2), NH = 44 and  = 1. Fig. 2c: The
spectral index Eq.(20) is shown as a function of  for the case (p; q) = (4; 2),
NH = 44 and  = 1. Note that there is a maximum value which nH can have.
The same behaviour occurs for the other (p; q) cases although with dierent
maximum values. Fig. 2d: The spectral index Eq.(20) is shown as a function
of the number NH of e-folds of inflation from the end of inflation as the origin,
where it takes a value −1. This gure corresponds to the case (p; q) = (4; 2),
 = 0:024 and  = 1.The horizontal line correspond to nH = 0:9. Similar
shapes are found in the other (p; q) cases.
6 Conclusions
We have studied a model of inflation where low inflationary scales are allowed
without having to introduce unnatural values for the parameters involved.
The model is dened in terms of a single scalar eld, the inflaton, and the
term driving (new) inflation is quadratic in . The end of inflation due to
higher order non-renormalisable terms. Radiative corrections to the inflaton
mass reduce m2 from its natural value at the Planck scale. For a light
inflaton thermal initial conditions can naturally place the inflaton at the
origin, initiating a (last) stage of new inflation. A quadratic parameterisation
of the inflationary potential allows low values for the inflationary scale .
One can have   1010 GeV, the supersymmetry breaking scale in the
hidden sector or the electroweak scale   103 GeV which could be relevant
in the context of theories with submillimeter dimensions. The well justied
assumption that the inflaton mass parameter m2  4 remains practically
constant during inflation allows analytical closed form expressions for all the
relevant quantities.
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